Letter C Resources Provided by SCS:

Jumbo Reading Rods
Lakeshore ABC Teaching Tubs
Food & Nutrition Theme Box & Library
Food & Nutrition Thematic Picture Word Wall
Chefs Dramatic Play Outfit
Dramatic Play Food, Shopping Cart, Cash Register, Meal Mats
Healthy Habits Book and Posters
Candy Land, Hi Ho Cherry O
Dr. Jean CD: “Couch Potato Pokey”
What Rhymes? Flip Book
Fun Fruit Counters
Letter Chart, Letter Builders, Jumbo Magnetic Letters, Letter Sound Matching Board
Nutrition Science Instant Learning Center
Search & Find Rhyming Bags
Alphabet Activity Balls, Alphabet Treasure Hunt, Alphabet Flip Chart
Alphabet Stampers, Slammers Alphabet, Magnetic ABC Board
Alphabet Phonics Center, Alphabet Marks the Spot Floor Game
Alphabet Sounds Sorting Chart, Alphabet Bingo Game, Faces and Feelings Listening Lotto
Tops & Bottoms Storytelling Kit & Book
Grocery Store & Restaurant Dramatic Play Writing Boxes
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Storytelling Kit, Book, & Props
Meal Mats
Shop and Match Healthy Food Game